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Iron, like Janus, the Greco-Roman God of all beginnings, was “chosen” (among all available 

elements) to be an essential part of life. From the onset and over the four billion years of evolution, 

iron played key roles in living systems (energy production, synthesis of DNA and neurotransmitters, 

oxygen sensing and transport, to mention a few), fulfilling Aristoteles entelechy principle of 

“realizing what is otherwise merely potential” for life as for death, just as in Janus dual faces.  

Maintaining life is a constant investment in mobilizing (among other things) iron so as to meet 

metabolic demands and concomitantly preventing-correcting collateral damage by the metal. That 

brings us to ask a generic question- why was iron “chosen” (i.e. selected) to lead so many life-

essential reactions while, in the same time, posing major risks? (which are reflected in numerous 

iron-associated diseases)  and even serve as signal of programmed death (referred as ferroptosis). 

Was iron chosen because it is endowed with an ability to engage in a wide range of chemical 

reactions but also amenable to narrow that ability to specific activity ranges? Was it because iron 

was readily available at the site of chemical abiogeneis and millions of years later also in biogenesis? 

Indeed most geochemical models indicate that, prior to the appearance of molecular oxygen, the 

primordial seas were rich in redox-active iron and served for millions of years as a habitat for 

anaerobic organisms. But then, with the advent of oxygen, that rendered the metal water insoluble 

and thus progressively less bio-accessible, the dependence on iron became a liability. Moreover, the 

encounter of iron with oxygen brought further risks due to metal- catalyzed formation of biologically 

noxious reactive-O-species (ROS). We can phrase the “evolutionary rationale” for the selection of 

iron also in dialectic terms as: why weren’t other metals or metal-independent mechanisms chosen 

to replace the risky-iron-dependent ones. In fact, modern protein design has already shown that by 

rational modification of amino acids in the secondary sphere of the copper-protein azurin it is 

feasible to fine-tune the redox potential so as to cover the entire bio-redox spectrum. However, had 

such strategy succeeded what would have been the cost in product quality (chemical stability, 

reactivity, specificity). Judging by what has evolved and is continuously evolving in nature, life’s 

reliance on iron (in its various chemical forms) has sustained evolutionary challenges posed by the 

dearth of a metal that is vital but also potentially toxic, reflecting the two inseparable faces of Janus.   

In an attempt to address the above generic question we shall refer to gour famous maxims as 

paradigmatic (or guiding) principles that apply to iron and life: 

 Life is nothing but an electron looking for a place to rest. Albert Szent Györgyi (1937 Nobel 

laureate). 

 Life is merely avoiding decay into equilibrium Erwin Schrödinger (1933 Nobel laureate). 

 Nothing in Biology makes sense except in the light of evolution. Theodosius  Dobzhansky 1973. 

 What is called a reason for living is also an excellent reason for dying .  Albert Camus (1957 Nobel 

Laureate) quoted from The Myth of Sisyphus. 
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Life is nothing but an electron looking for a place to rest. 

As chemical reactions are governed by transfer of electrons, the element iron, residing in the 

middle of the row of transition elements, is most suited for the e-give-take job, covering (as Fe2+-

Fe3+ couple) a wide redox potential range (~ 800 mV) in aqueous environment.     

 

However, to fulfill specific biological needs, an element of such “flexible” charge mobility (or 

chemical “promiscuity”) needs to be fitted to a specific chemical reactivity window. For that purpose 

nature has designed over the billion years of evolution-an enormous repertoire of iron-ligands in 

proteins, as organic complexes or cofactors bound to proteins, each tailored to a particular target 

and a given activity window.  
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The  > 800 mV redox potential E0 range covered by the Fe(II)/Fe(III) couple covers energetically a 

wide variety of chemical reactions such as bond cleavage, bond formation, electron transfer and oxo 

atom transfer. The latter covers also the catalytic formation of reactive O species (ROS) like OH 

from reactive O intermediates (ROIs, like O2
_   & H2O2) produced by the respiratory chain and other 

O2 consuming reactions. The OH radicals can in turn chemically modify most biomolecules by 

addition, H abstraction, e-transfer and other deleterious reactions.  

The repertoire of biomolecules that harbor iron (or iron-complex centers) comprise enzymes that 

work as soloists (such as ribonucleotide reductase- RNRase or the O2-carrier hemoglobin –Hb) and 

others also as part of an ensemble such as the e-transfer or respiratory chain (ETC), often referred as 

the iron “bucket brigade. In the ETC, the iron sulfur cluster proteins –ISPs-act at the negative/or e 

donor range of the scale adjoined by heme proteins-as e acceptors that act also as e donors in the 

middle range and cyt oxidase at the positive end of the scale straight to O2-. 1  

                                                            
1 It is of interest to note that ISPs, which are among the oldest functional proteins involved in e--

transfer reactions, preceded evolutionary the cytochromes, which in turn widened the biological 

spectrum of biochemical activities, primarily with the advent of O2 and its role as ultimate electron 

acceptor. The transition from anaerobism to aerobism demanded appropriate adaptations that led 

to the elimination of some ISP-dependent agencies (due to the chemical susceptibility of ISCs to 

oxidizing conditions), as well as to the integration of relatively stable ISPs into functional ensembles 

such as the respiratory chain (see below). The chain of e- transfer steps down a redox potential 

gradient is often referred (metaphorically) as the “bucket brigade”, whereby  e—s are donated 

sequentially from ISPs to heme-cytochromes and those in turn to the Cu-center in cytochrome c 

oxidase-for a full proof-delivery of e-s to the final acceptor O2 to form H2O.   

.   
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The wide range of chemical activities in which Fe is involved, each restricted to a specific window 

that is determined by specific protein domain, reflect the chemical versatility (or potential) of the 

metal. Such property is not unique to iron, as similar features can be obtained with copper 

complexes, as demonstrated in the cupredoxin azurin. In that case, changes in the E0 over 700 mV 

range were obtained by mutations that modify the H-bonding and hydrophobic features in the 

secondary sphere of the metal binding pocket without affecting the binding inner sphere.  

 

So why was Fe chosen as the transition metal of life? (rather than copper or another metal?.... 

 

THE METAL OF LIFE  

Hypothesized scenario of early life on earth 

The earliest signs of life Earth are thought to have appeared ~ 4 billion years ago, although most 

likely, reactions that led to primordial molecules of biochemical significance have long preceded 

them.  That hypothesis is largely based on chemical reactions known to take place in deep oceanic 

hydrothermal vents often referred as abiogenic niches. Various hypothetical scenarios that could 

lead to a primordial living entity have been proposed on the basis of schemes in which iron, which 

prevailed in primordial seas, played a pivotal chemical role.  That concept fits first and foremost with 

the fact that iron is the most abundant element on Earth, as it comprises ~35% of all elements in the 

planet and 6% in the crust layer, second to aluminum (among the metals). Since in the primordial O2-

free sea water, Fe(II) was highly water soluble and chemically reactive, it could engage in a wide 

range of reactions that have led to different types of biomolecules.   

Bona fide records that attest to the richness of life in our planet in ancient times are found in the 

bounded iron forms (BIF) that resulted from iron precipitation due to its oxidation by UV irradiation 
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(preceding O2) and following the appearance of O2 generated by photosynthetic bacteria.  That 

transition led over time to a major biological crisis among anaerobic organisms as: a. it eliminated 

access to a vital element (demanding the generation of novel acquisition machineries of Fe(III) and 

b. it created a scenario whereby exposure of iron to molecular oxygen (a diradical molecule with 2 

parallel spins) could lead to the formation of noxious reactive O species (ROS) (demanding shielding 

of the metal in protected structures and/or counteracting the metal provoked ROS formation by 

both enzymatic and non-enzymatic mechanism).  

 

 

The propensity of labile (redox-active and exchangeable) iron to generate ROS in an oxygenated 

environment, which is associated with “life been nothing but an electron looking for a place to 

rest”, can also transcend into a “disease, which results when electrons park in the wrong place”… 
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Thus, a new rule of life emerged in the aerobic world, whereby survival relied on mechanisms of 

iron acquisition that are both selective and effective but also safe, so that potential metal-

provoked damage is minimized (either by preventive or corrective measures).  Mechanisms that 

operate along the above lines in a coordinated manner evolved in all living species, following a 

basic rule of life that appears in two modalities, depicted here for prokaryotes and Animalia. 

Such mechanisms have played a major role in evolutionary biology as survival filters between and 

across living species competing for the metal in given environments such as the soil,  the human 

skin or gut or in internal animal fluids (e.g. sepsis), which is often referred as the biological 

“battle for iron”.  

 

" Nothing in Biology makes sense except in the light of evolution” T.  Dobzhansky 1973 

The soil can be viewed as a competitive market for iron acquisition by different bacteria, each: 1. 
generating its own machineries for manufacturing unique sets of siderophores that once secreted 
can capture the metal, forming high affinity complexes (or chelates); 2. expressing specific cell 
surface receptors that seize the chelates and 3. translocate them into the bacterium by a series of 
transfer agencies. However, some bacteria manage to back-up iron acquisition by diversifying just 
the import agencies (2&3) while giving up altogether the.  production-secretion of siderophores (1).  
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The adoption of a strategy based on molecular piracy of foreign siderophores is accomplished by 
horizontal gene transfer from one bacterium to another, a mechanism that often confers upon the 
“adopter” a survival leading edge. This so called “black queen strategy” results in an optional loss of 
redundant or “wasteful” genetic information with obvious economic advantages. In some cases, 
such advantage can be gained by switching to a less competitive metal species, as is the case for 
Borrelia burgdorferi, which gave up iron for manganese.  
 
Iron piracy by bacteria is a widespread strategy among intracellular pathogenic bacteria, some of 

which adapted to specific “protected” niches within particular cell types, such as macrophages.  That 

adaptation required also the development of strategies for mobilizing iron from diverse chemical 

sources available in macrophages, including those specialized in erythrophagocytosis. The following 

exemplifies the multiple strategies that Mycobaterium tuberculosis have generated for iron 

acquisition from within the macrophage lysosome.   
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Battling for iron is a widespread phenomenon among bacteria that dwell in the animal gut, each 

species producing its own set of siderophores, included those provided by the host as foreign 

probiotics. The host itself takes also part in such battles despite its limited ability to curb bacterial 

growth by competing with high affinity bacterial siderophores for iron (e.g. by secreting lactoferrin). 

Instead, as found in the gut and particular in the urinary tract, the host relies on the production-

secretion of siderocalins or lipocalins (e.g. N-GAL) that can sequester the iron-chelates (e.g. Fe-

enterobactin) and thereby deprive the bacteria from iron.  

 

A natural defense mechanism against pathogens is also found in chronic anemia induced in higher 

animals by invading pathogens or by inflammatory insults. That has often been referred as 

nutritional immunity purportedly designed to protect the host by self-imposed iron deprivation, 

which can be viewed as a form of (high cost) “black-queen strategy”.  
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A different strategy in the battle for iron between host and pathogenic bacteria is exemplified by the 

evolutionary changes observed in the host iron carrier transferrin versus transferrin binding protein 

A (TbpA), a bacterial protein that literally snatches iron following a tight docking on the C-lobe of 

primate transferrin. The C-lobe has apparently been a hotbed of mutations that result in 

conformational changes, mostly (16 out of 18) found in primates. In strains of Neisseria gonorrhoeae 

and Haemophilius influenzae, the mutations in TbpA (occur on domains involved in attachment to 

the C-lobe of human and gorilla transferrin but not in that of other primates like chimps, orangutans, 

gibbons and baboons.  In humans, C is expressed as C1-isoform in 3/4th of the population whereas 

the remaining carry the C2 version, that differs in just one AA. However, while the pathogenic N. 

meningitidis and N. gonorrhoeae recognize both the C1 and C2 forms, H. influenzae opts for C2. 

Thus, depending on how common and deadly those bacteria are, they might affect (or even 

determine) the number of “surviving” people carrying the C1 or C2 versions.  

 

This exemplifies the role of iron in antagonistic coevolution of host versus pathogen that demands 

continuous adjustments/adaptation as survival measures (the re queen strategy of “running twice as 

fast to stay in the same place”-i.e. alive).  In the words of Erwin Schrödinger Life is merely avoiding 

decay into equilibrium. 

 

THE METAL of LIFE and of DEATH  

“What is called a reason for living is also an excellent reason for dying ”. 

― Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus 

An interesting observation made among French gold medalist in competitive sport is the high 

percentage of HFE heterozygous, suggesting a possible contribution of HFE to physical fitness. The 

HFE (hemochromatosis-HH) gene product has been known to participate in signal transduction that 

controls hepcidin expression. In homozygous C282Y HFE mutants there is an under-production of the 

hormone that leads to increased iron absorption/iron delivery to plasma and ensuing systemic iron 

overload (HH type I). Since HFE C282Y heterozygotes are generally asymptomatic despite of 

developing a mild hyperferremia (in adult age of some carriers), it has been speculated that a higher 

iron availability, that at early age might confer physical advantage, explains the prevalence of HH 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haemophilus_influenzae
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heterozygous among French sport medalists (HH is highest in populations of Celtic origins, a possible 

reason why the disease hemochromatosis is referred as the Celtic curse).  

However recent studies indicated that the HFE mutations that characterize HH-type 1 were probably 

introduced into the British Islands during the Neolithic and Bronze migrations from the Middle East, 

where they might have conferred a survival advantage to hunters-gatherers that switched from iron-

rich to relatively iron-poor nutrition as they adapted to sedentary farm-life.  

However, what apparently confers young HFE heterozygous a physical advantage (which is not just 

an asset for survival of the fit, but also of dominance stricto senso), might change post-adolescence, 

as slight elevations in systemic iron might render the organism more susceptible to opportunistic 

infections (in conditions that don’t affect non-HFE carriers). Records of fatal cases in HH 

heterozygotes resulting from infection by otherwise non-virulent pathogens, support the concept 

that iron has played a dual (Janus-like) role in human evolutionary biology.  

  

adult young
 

iron absorbed is used primarily for 
maintenance. In HFE carriers the excess 
iron is stored first in the liver and 
subsequently also elsewhere 

iron absorbed is used primarily for new 
tissue building (primarily blood) and for 
body maintenance:  replacement of 
naturally lost iron 

LEADING    LIFE        RISK 

EDGE FACTOR 

 
a mutation that confers survival advantage 
to the young can became a liability to the 

adult   

Was the HFE mutation 
evolutionary-driven by a change 
in nutrition from protein and 
iron-rich to carbohydrate-rich 
but protein and iron poor diet? 

THE HFE MUTATION THAT 
CAUSES HH prevails in 
populations of Celtic 
origin and colonies 

“visited” by vikings et al 

The HH-causing mutation in HFE originated among those 
hunters-gatherers that settled and moved to agriculture 

NEW STUDIES INDICATE that the 
insular Atlantic genome was brought 
to Ireland following  Neolithic and 
Bronze Age migration from the the ME 
Cassidy et al PNAS 113:368 (2016)
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